Reduce risk by accurately verifying and
valuing a vehicle

A mobile App and website that enables users to verify both a vehicle and a person. The App,
scans and decrypts the barcode on a vehicle licence disc and a driver’s licence card, instantly
returning real-time, accurate verification information.
Identify if the car is one you want to trade-in and if the person is someone you want to do
business with, all in a matter of seconds.

Scan a Vehicle Only

Quickly capture accurate
details on a vehicle

Scan a Vehicle and a Person Only
Useful to scan a driver’s licence card
before a test drive and link it to the
vehicle the person is interested in

Scan and Verify a Person

Use before test drives to check
affordability and risk score of a person
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Scan and Verify a Vehicle

Full check and verification of vehicle

Scan and Verify a Vehicle and a Person
Full check and verification

Data driven analytics, market insight, vehicle information and
compliance expertise to the South African motor industry.
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A revolutionary solution that saves time
and money
Benefits
•
•
•
•

Get real-time accurate data
Reduce your risk by understanding the vehicle and person in full
Simple, user-friendly, fast and efficient method of gathering information, and sending it to where you
need it most
Microdot information helping combat vehicle related crime. Checking a vehicles microdots allows you
to verify whether the VIN and engine details are all original and that the vehicle has not been modified
after manufacture.

LIVE Features
Eliminate finger trouble by using LIVE’s
award-winning mobile App to scan a
vehicle’s licence disc, or type in the VIN
number on the LIVE website. Instantly
verify all of the important and need-to-know
information while you are in front of the car.

Vehicle Verification offers accurate vehicle
descriptions, validation of the VIN number,
engine number, make, model and type. LIVE
provides a vehicle’s generic and specific
features, various performance insights,
warranty start date and financing status.

Our Financed Interest Information is
the most accurate in the market, with
information sourced in real-time. Our
process is POPI compliant.

LIVE also provides police interests helping
to verify if there is an open case registered
against the vehicle’s VIN number, licence
plate or engine number as well as providing
case numbers and the police station where
the case was reported.

Trade and retail values on current year
models, including a comprehensive list of
vehicles available in the market. You can
verify retail values against a list of the last 5
actual sales of a similar vehicle and adjust
trade and retail values based on a vehicle’s
mileage and condition.

The App also takes photos of the vehicle
which can be sent to potential buyers.

EzScore performs a basic affordability test
on a potential customer, without performing
a credit enquiry. It provides an indication of
risk and financial affluence, estimating the
person’s likelihood to qualify for finance.

Scan a driver’s licence card and verify
a person’s details. This allows for
instant electronic processing of contact
information, storing copies of driver’s
licences for test drives and form prepopulation of finance applications,
eliminating paper work!
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Getting Activated
Go to auto.lightstone.co.za
Click on “Sign Up” and provide your details
Lightstone support will email you an auto sign up document
Send through the required documentation (Company letterhead with bank details, copy of a director’s
ID, cancelled cheque or bank statement, and the auto sign up form)
5. Our support team will then activate you
6. Congratulations, you are LIVE!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pricing Bundle Rates

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Custom Bundle

R247.00
5 Reports

R525.00
11 Reports

R770.00
17 Reports

(R49.90 per report)

(R47.72 per report)

(R45.29 per report)

Customers who do more
than 100 reports per month
can sign up for a custom
bundle with special pricing.

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

DL Scan

EzScore

R1050.00
24 Reports

R2100.00
50 Reports

R3990.00
100 Reports

FREE

R10.00

(R42.00 per report)

(R39.90 per report)

(R43.75 per report)

Transactional Rate
R57.00 per report

R1.50 per DL scan

R10.00 per EzScore report
*Only available to existing transactional clients.

Pricing is based on a bundle option, with additional transactions billed according to the bundle rate per report. All pricing is
excluding VAT.
Payment will be via a monthly debit order. Billing cycles are from the 26th of each month to the 25th of the next month.
Contract term is month to month with 1 calendar month notice required for termination.
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